Abstract Differential evolution has become one of the most widely used evolutionary algorithms in multiobjective optimization. Its linear mutation operator is a simple and powerful mechanism to generate trial vectors. However, the performance of the mutation operator can be improved by including a nonlinear part. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid mutation operator consisting of a polynomial based operator with nonlinear curve tracking capabilities and the differential evolution's 
Introduction
In evolutionary multiobjective optimization (EMO), nature-inspired numerical methods known as evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are applied to solve optimization problems with multiple, conflicting objectives. Unlike a single-objective optimization problem, a multiobjective optimization problem (MOP) does not, in general, have a unique optimal solution. Instead, the optimal solutions to a MOP constitute a possibly infinite set of compromise solutions, known as Pareto optimal solutions, which can be ordered only by subjective preferences. Intuitively, the aim in EMO is to represent the range of tradeoffs within the Pareto optimal solutions using a fixed-size population of nondominated solutions.
The two main concerns in designing an EMO method are the optimality of obtained solutions (convergence), and the representativeness of the solutions (diversity). Thus, an EMO method must maintain diversity in the population not only to prevent premature convergence, but because the final population should represent a wide range of different nondominated solutions. Ensuring diversity in the objective space is a nontrivial task and perhaps for this reason there has been an emphasis on research towards selection operators-which operate in the objective space-instead of the mutation and crossover operators. In many cases, the mu-3 tation and crossover operators used in an EMO method have been developed for single-objective optimization (see, for example, Coello et al (2007) ; Deb (2001) ). This fact has already been pointed out in Jin and Sendhoff (2003) ; Zhang et al (2008) . In Zhang et al (2008) , it is used, together with an assumed regularity of the solution set in the decision space, to motivate a multiobjective optimization method modeling explicitly the interdependencies between decision variables.
In single-objective optimization, differential evolution (DE) has become a widely used method (Price et al (2005) ; Storn and Price (1996) ). An appealing feature of DE is its extremely uncomplicated, self-adapting mutation operator which is based on random perturbations obtained by sampling difference vectors from the population of decision vectors maintained by the algorithm. The mutation operator of DE is capable of implicitly detecting and exploiting linear interdependencies between decision variables, but does not cope as well with more complicated, nonlinear interdependencies (Ruuska and Aittokoski (2008) ). We say that a MOP involves nonlinear interdependencies between decision variables if the Pareto-optimal solutions in the decision space do not fall on a plane of lower dimension than the space itself.
Several variants of DE have been proposed in the literature also for multiobjective optimization including Abbass (2002) ; Babu and Jehan (2003) ; Kukkonen and Lampinen (2005) ; Robic and Filipic (2005) ; Santana-Quintero and Coello (2005) . For a review, see, for example, Price et al (2005) ; Santana-Quintero and Coello (2005) .
The existing multiobjective variants of DE have also proven successful in solving many of the multiobjective test problems available (Kukkonen and Lampinen (2006) ; Zhang et al (2009a) ). However, as pointed out in Jin and Sendhoff (2003) ; Okabe et al (2004) , in many widely used multiobjective test problems, the solution set in the decision space can be defined by piecewise linear functions even though the objective functions as such are nonlinear. This raises the question whether part of the success of the DE-based EMO methods could be due to the capability of their mutation operator to exploit linear interdependencies between decision variables in a problem, and whether the efficiency of these methods in solving problems with nonlinear interdependencies could be improved by changes in the mutation operator only. 4 Different mutation operators have been proposed in the literature. Among others, a trigonometric mutation operator was proposed by Fan and Lampinen (2003) .
Here, a hypertriangle formed by three vectors is used to bias the perturbation of a target vector towards the vector providing the lowest function value. In Cauchy mutation (Ali and Pant (2010) ), a decision vector is perturbed by using a Cauchy distributed random variable, with the hope of pulling them from a local basis of attraction. Liu and Lampinen (2005) proposed a fuzzy adaptive differential evolution algorithm, which uses fuzzy logic controllers to adapt search parameters (scaling factor, crossover ratio and population size). In PDE-PEDA proposed by Wang et al (2009) an estimation of distribution algorithm (global operator) and a linear DE crossover (local operator) is used with a self-adaptive probability. The self-adaptive probability is used here to balance the global and local information. Lara et al (2010) proposed a local search strategy (HCS) using the geometry of the directional cones to generate solutions both towards and along the Pareto set. Finally, let us mention a hybrid DE operator proposed by Kaelo and Ali (2007) . This mutation operator using both the linear mutation operator of DE and an electromagnetism-like algorithm (using an attraction-repulsion technique to move closer to global minima) is used with a pre-fixed probability. Overall, one can say that not much attention has been paid in the DE literature on handling both linear and nonlinear interdependencies between decision variables.
In this paper, our motivation is to propose a new hybrid mutation operator which can robustly handle both linear and nonlinear interdependencies between decision variables, simultaneously retaining the simplicity of the linear differential evolution mutation operator. In practice, no a priori knowledge exists about the interdependencies between decision variables. Hence, the proposed operator is a combination of the DE's linear mutation operator and a new polynomial part to handle nonlinear interdependencies between decision variables, which can be used as a drop-in replacement for DE's mutation operator.
The so-called curvature detection in the polynomial part is based on polynomial approximation which is used to guide the generation of new trial vectors. One can say that there is nothing new in using polynomials in optimization; especially 5 quadratic polynomials are frequently used for line search and other purposes (see, e.g., Bazaraa et al (2006); Nocedal and Wright (1999) ). Polynomials have also been used for trial vector generation in population-based algorithms before (see, e.g., Ali et al (1997) ; Schütze et al (2007) ). Our use of polynomials, however, differs from the current practice in that we do not use polynomials to model objective functions, but the interdependencies between decision variables of the problem. In particular, new trial points are not determined by the extreme points of the approximations as is common in line search procedures.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the basics of multiobjective optimization and DE as well as introduce the notation used in this paper. Then, in Section III we propose a new polynomial part and, finally, a new hybrid operator which utilizes both the original operator of DE as well as the new polynomial part. In Section IV we demonstrate the potential and usefulness of the new hybrid operator when solving multiobjective optimization problems. With a versatile set of test problems we show how the performance of a linear mutation based MOEA/D algorithm can be improved with our hybrid operator. This should encourage further research in this direction. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Notation and Background
In this section, we present the notation and background necessary for the rest of the paper. First we formulate a MOP with the relevant definitions. Then we provide a brief review of the functioning and properties of the DE.
Basics of Multiobjective Optimization
We consider a MOP
subject to x ∈ S (1) 6 with a feasible set S ⊂ R n and k ≥ 2 conflicting objective functions f i : S → R. The n-dimensional vectors x ∈ S are called decision vectors and their images z = f (x) objective vectors. The set of attainable objective vectors is denoted by Z, Z = f (S).
An objective vector z ∈ Z is called Pareto optimal if there does not exist a vector 2, . . . , k) with at least one strict inequality. Naturally, a decision vector x ∈ S is Pareto optimal if its image f (x) is Pareto optimal.
In what follows, the set of Pareto-optimal decision vectors is called the Pareto set, and the set of Pareto-optimal objective vectors the Pareto front. For two decision
2 ) for at least one index j. In the context of EMO methods, the subset of vectors in a population not dominated by any other vector in the population is called the nondominated set. Typically, EMO algorithms aim at generating nondominated solutions representing the Pareto front as well as possible (i.e., both being close to the Pareto front and reflecting different tradeoffs).
Basics of Differential Evolution
DE is a stochastic, population-based direct search method introduced by Storn and
Price for optimizing a real-valued function of continuous variables (Price et al (2005) ; Storn and Price (1996) Price et al (2005) .
The use of perturbations, the difference vectors in this case, derived from the current population instead of utilizing an external probability distribution makes the mutation operator of DE self-adaptive (Price et al (2005) ). That is, both the scale and orientation of the search are adapted to the extent of the current population. The self-adaptation in DE works especially well if all the interdependencies between decision variables in the problem are linear, but can fail to extract information of any nonlinear interdependencies between decision variables based on the relative positioning of the points in the population (Ruuska and Aittokoski (2008) ).
New Hybrid Operator and Its Elements
In this section, we first introduce a polynomial based operator and then a new hybrid operator which utilizes both the polynomial based operator and the original LIMO operator of DE. We begin by a brief introduction to interpolation with polynomials.
Brief Background of Interpolation with Polynomials
In general, a polynomial
can be fitted to data consisting of pairs (x i , y i ) ∈ R×R i = 1, . . . , d+1, so that it interpolates the pairs, that is, p(x i ) = y i for each i. As commonly known, the polynomial, which interpolates the given pairs and the degree of which is smaller or equal to the number of pairs plus one, is always unique (see for example Kincaid and Cheney (2002) ). Here, for deriving an integral element, polynomial operator, for our hybrid 8 operator, we use the Vandermonde matrix (Kincaid and Cheney (2002) ) to define coefficients c j . This decision has been made because of its simplicity. However, the Vandermonde matrix may be ill-conditioned and therefore coefficients c j may be inaccurate (Kincaid and Cheney (2002) ). In what follows, we only consider second degree polynomials (d = 2 in (2)) to avoid ill-conditioned Vandermonde matrices.
Another benefit of second degree polynomials is that we can express the formulas of coefficients c j by using values x i and y i , i = 1, 2, 3, only.
For given pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) and (x 3 , y 3 ), the coefficients c 2 , c 1 and c 0 , for a second degree polynomial p in (2), using the Vandermonde matrix are the following
Note that the degree of the polynomial p can be smaller than the number of the given pairs. For example, if y 1 = y 2 = y 3 , then we get c 2 = c 1 = 0 and c 0 = y 1 (generally, this holds also for any d > 2 in (2), see Kincaid and Cheney (2002) ).
It is well-known that interpolation methods based on polynomials are not restricted to the above type of interpolation. However, here we consider this simple approach, because we want to use a small number of data pairs. Other types of polynomial based interpolations like splines can be found, for example, in Kincaid and Cheney (2002) with further discussion.
Polynomial Based Point Tracking in a Higher Dimension
In this subsection, we fit a polynomial-based curve to three randomly selected deci-
2 ∈ P so that the curve interpolates the vectors. In the previous subsection, polynomial p in (2) A curve p created for Q = {x
where p i is a polynomial from R into R for each i = 1, . . . , n. Polynomials p i , stated
are selected so that polynomial p i interpolates pairs (0,
In this case, coefficients c 2 , c 1 and c 0 are the following:
and
3.3 A Polynomial Part for the New Operator
In the previous subsection, we have constructed a curve p to trace the path of 
New Hybrid Mutation Operator
The variable dependencies in any practical problem are a priori unknown. Here we propose a hybrid mutation operator comprising of both POMO and LIMO parts.
For any DE based EMO algorithm, we suggest to use HOP so that LIMO is used with a probability Pc and POMO otherwise. Henceforth we refer to such an operator as a Hybrid OPerator (HOP). HOP is a versatile operator for an EMO algorithm because it generates trial vectors in different, yet simple ways.
As mentioned earlier, POMO can act as an extrapolation or an interpolation operator depending on the value of t. We suggest to use both extrapolation and interpolation with a prefixed probability in POMO. In what follows, the extrapolation probability is denoted by P extra and the interpolation probability by P inter .
Naturally, we need only one of them because P extra + P inter = 1. The extrapolation operator behaves like an exploration operator and has a similar role as LIMO. The interpolation operator on the other hand exploits locally nonlinear interdependencies.
A balance of extrapolation and interpolation is essential. This can be explained with the concepts of exploration and exploitation. Although, these concepts are often utilized in the literature to describe a good optimization method, the same can be extended to POMO. In this paper, we aim at striking a balance between exploration of the decision space and exploitation of the curvature information from the sample in the decision space. POMO is constructed based on the principle of interpolation and hence it may not necessarily capture the exact nonlinear behaviour when trial vectors are generated by extrapolation. In other words, if POMO is used in HOP with a probability P extra = 1.0, then it shows exploration behaviour. On the other hand, if POMO is used in HOP with a probability P extra = 0, that is, P inter = 1.0 meaning only interpolation, then it exploits the curvature information between chosen decision variables for trial vector generation. Using only extrapolation (exploration) can lead to slow convergence whereas performing only interpolation (exploitation) can lead to premature convergence. As a result, POMO can be trapped in locally Pareto optimal fronts. Thus, instead of having either extrapolation or in-12 terpolation, one may recommend using them both. A detailed parametric study is performed in the next section for the MOEA/D algorithm to suggest a range for choosing P inter (and P extra ).
We propose to replace the trial point generation of the LIMO operator by the hybrid operator HOP which can be described as follows:
-Generate a random number r between 0 and 1.
-Else setx t = p(t), where t is randomly selected -between 0 and 2 if random number for the probability of interpolation is below P inter and -between 2 and 3 otherwise.
Because of its simple structure, LIMO can be easily replaced with HOP in any appropriate EMO algorithm.
Numerical Experiments
We have proposed a new hybrid operator HOP and in this section we demonstrate how it can be used with the MOEA/D algorithm (Zhang et al (2009a) ) and what (2007)) and 2009 (Zhang et al (2009b) ) EMO competitions as these test problems were designed to represent various complicated problems and accepted 13 The MOEA/D algorithm employs a linear DE mutation operator LIMO as a crossover operator. The offspring generated by crossover is subsequently mutated using a mutation operator (Zhang et al (2009a) ) with a probability to produce a new offspring. For our comparisons we change the crossover operator of MOEA/D and, instead, employ HOP and the rest of the algorithm remains unchanged. In this paper, we refer to the modified MOEA/D algorithm with HOP as MOEA/D-HOP.
As described in the previous section, inside MOEA/D-HOP, we have a probability for using either POMO or LIMO.
Test Setting
The MOEA/D algorithm as suggested in Zhang et al (2009a) (1) Performance metric: Inverted generational distance (IGD) is used as the performance metric. If P * is the set of uniformly distributed Pareto optimal solutions in the objective space and P the obtained approximation set of non-dominated solutions in the objective space from the EMO algorithm, the IGD value for the approximation set is defined by:
where d(v, P ) is the minimum Euclidean distance between v and points in P and |P * | is the number of points in P * .
(2) The maximal number of approximate solutions (|P |) for the IGD value calculation: 100 for bi-objective problems, 150 for three objectives, and 800 for five objectives.
(3) Algorithm stopping criterion is the maximal number of function evaluations = 300, 000.
(4) The number of independent runs for statistical tests = 30.
In what follows, we present the parameter settings specific to the MOEA/D algorithm. We want to point out that the parameter settings for both MOEA/D and MOEA/D-HOP are the same as in Zhang et al (2009a) .
(1) Population size (N ): 600 for bi-objective problems, 1000 for three objectives, and 1500 for five objectives.
(2) Number of weight vectors in the neighbourhood of each weight vector (T ) = 0.1N and nr = 0.01N .
(3) Probability for selection of mating/update range δ = 0.9.
(4) Crossover ratio (CR) = 1.0 and scale factor (F ) = 0.5. Mutation probability Pm = 1/n and mutation distribution index η = 20.
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The parameters for HOP are the following.
(1) Probability of LIMO operator Pc = 0.75 (heuristically set based on experiments).
(2) Probability of interpolation P inter and extrapolation (P extra = 1 − P inter ) set based on an experimental study, which is described later in this section.
(3) Parameter t chosen randomly in the interval 0 -2 for interpolation and 2 -3 for extrapolation.
It can be seen from the above parameter setting that we may have a larger number of individuals in the final population (Π) than allowed for the calculation of IGD values. Hence, we prune the population Π to match the competition specifications using the procedure proposed in Zhang et al (2009a) and obtain the final approximation set P . 
Test Results
The POMO part in the HOP is used for interpolation with a fixed probability (P In this setting, the extrapolation and interpolation in POMO is used with equal probability. The results in Table 4 show further increase in the number of significant successes for the MOEA/D-HOP algorithm to be 12 and insignificant performance improvements can be seen in 14 test problems.
Next, P inter is increased to 0.75 and now we have a higher probability of performing interpolation in POMO. In such a test setting, the number of significant successes of the MOEA/D-HOP increases to 14 and the number of insignificant performance improvements reduces to 12, as shown in Furthermore, for curiosity we repeat the tests with P inter = 0.67. From Table 7 we can observe that the number of significant successes for the MOEA/D-HOP algorithm is 13. Thus, the performance of MOEA/D-HOP has not much deteriorated.
Hence, the algorithm is rather stable for any value of P inter between 0.50 and 0.75.
Henceforth, for further discussions and conclusions we consider only Table 5 (with
It can be seen from Table 5 
Conclusions and Future Research Directions
In this paper, we have developed a new hybrid operator HOP consisting of a standard mutation operator LIMO of DE and a polynomial mutation operator POMO.
With these two elements included, we have constructed a mechanism which uses the curvature information based on presently known vectors in the calculations of new trial vectors and the resulting operator is robust for different types of problems.
Yet, the operator proposed is simple to implement.
In HOP, we have proposed to use both POMO and LIMO operators and both interpolation and extrapolation inside POMO for trial vector generation. We demon- In the future research, the choice of a proper t-value can be further considered including a possibility of ordering the vectors used in the construction phase of the polynomial. In addition, a self-adaptive way of using both LIMO and POMO operators for multiobjective optimization may be formulated instead of a pre-fixed probability. By adaptively using different operators we can better handle demanding real-life multiobjective optimization problems for which we typically do not know the properties of the Pareto optimal set in advance. The performance of the operator with different EMO algorithms is also in our future scopes of study. 
